Mission Summary 10612.07 -=- As much repairs as can be done from where they were have been done, the Sharikahr is now in route (slowly) towards Arcadia Station.


<<<<<<<<<< Begin "Ruins and Remains" - Part I >>>>>>>>>>

OPS Lt Ki says:
::on the bridge at the helm::

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
::sipping on a milkshake in sickbay::

CNS Lt Rodos says:
::sitting on the Bridge in her chair::

CIV Tarrez-Hunter says:
::sits manning one of the auxiliary stations on the bridge working on some paperwork::

CNS Lt Rodos says:
*All Departments*: Progress Report, please.

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
*CNS*: Sickbay is patched back together as good as possible, at least the replicator is working too.

ACTION: ETA to Arcadia Station 20 minute

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
::tosses his milkshake cup back into the replicator, then exits his office, and leaving sickbay for the bridge::

OPS Lt Ki says:
CNS:  We'll be there in about 20 minutes.

CNS Lt Rodos says:
*CMO*: If they can do without you, we could use your flight training on the Bridge.

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
*CNS*: On my way ma'am. ::steps into the TL::

CNS Lt Rodos says:
OPS: Thank you, Lt. Please keep monitoring communication and communicating regularly with them.

OPS Lt Ki says:
CNS:  Will do.

XO LtCmdr Rodos says:
::sips his tea and puts down the PADD, then rotates his chair and watches the stars out the viewport::

CIV Tarrez-Hunter says:
::catches herself daydreaming about her kids and her husband::

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
::steps out of the TL onto the bridge and takes the helm:: CNS: Thanks for the suggestion ma'am. I haven't gotten much real flight time lately. Simulators just aren't the same.

OPS Lt Ki says:
::moves from the helm to the operations station::

CNS Lt Rodos says:
CMO: You're welcome Lt.

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
::half-heartedly acts like he is pushing his sleeves up as he logs into flight::

CIV Tarrez-Hunter says:
::smiles at those thoughts::

OPS Lt Ki says:
::notifies the station of their position::

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
CNS: Any chance of shore leave at the Station?

CNS Lt Rodos says:
CMO: Unknown at this time.  I would imagine so after what we just went through.

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
CIV: I'm hopeful that there will be. There's a chance my wife will be meeting us there.

OPS Lt Ki says:
::drums his fingers on the console unconsciously::

CNS Lt Rodos says:
OPS: Lt. in addition to monitoring OPS, would you do me a favor and try to analyze those radio waves we recorded from the planet. As a communications expert, you could be of great help in figuring out what exactly they mean.

OPS Lt Ki says:
CNS:  Well Ma'am... I've had the UT working on it since we got some power to spare.  Nothing so far.

CIV Tarrez-Hunter says:
CMO: I wish I could say the same thing concerning my husband and children.  I do miss them tremendously.

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
CIV: It's a slim possibility that she'll be there. SFI has her off doing who knows what so much lately.

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
::turns towards OPS:: OPS: How bout you? Any family possibly meeting you at the station?

CIV Tarrez-Hunter says:
::at the mention of the SFI the CIV tenses visibly::

ACTION: ETA 8 minutes till arrival

OPS Lt Ki says:
CMO:  Family?  No, just me and my mum in the universe and she won't leave Earth.

CNS Lt Rodos says:
OPS: Please contact Arcadia and tell them we will be there in about eight minutes.

OPS Lt Ki says:
CNS:  Will do.  ::sends the station an update on their position and estimated time of arrival::

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
::nods:: CNS: I think my MOs could use some R&R.

OPS Lt Ki says:
::nods:: CMO:  Yeah...  I know the feeling.  ::looks a bit grim::

CNS Lt Rodos says:
CMO: I agree with you Lt. We all need some rest, but it is up to Sector Command and the XO as our acting CO at this point

CIV Tarrez-Hunter says:
::goes back to work on her research::

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
All: I think it might just be what the doctor ordered for everyone.

OPS Lt Ki says:
::grins::  CMO/CNS:  I'll start setting up a shore leave rotation, just in case.

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
OPS: I like that idea.

Arcadia Duty OPS says:
@::the signal quality is a bit fuzzy and distorted:: COM: Sharikahr: We read you, Sharikahr...barely. Glad you made it back in one piece. Your sensors should indicate we are not quite as fortunate.

CNS Lt Rodos says:
::smiles:: OPS: Much appreciated Lt.

OPS Lt Ki says:
CNS:  Did you get that?  ::tries to clear up the signal on the comm channel::

CNS Lt Rodos says:
OPS: Yes I did, Lt. Please take a look at the sensors to confirm.

Arcadia Duty OPS says:
@COM: Sharikahr: Be advised, Sharikahr, our internal Spacedock facility is inoperable due to the recent Synod attack. We've suffered heavy casualties, and Levels 4 through 9 have been all but lost. You may set your berth at Docking Ring 3 until Spacedock returns to normal operations.

OPS Lt Ki says:
CMO:  Docking ring 3.  Did you get that?

CNS Lt Rodos says:
COM: Arcadia Duty OPS: Understood I will relay that to my pilot

OPS Lt Ki says:
::pulls up a sensor read-out::

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
CNS: Got it.

CNS Lt Rodos says:
CMO: It could get bumpy, Lt. Stay sharp.

OPS Lt Ki says:
::starting to suspect he should have brushed up on the latest news::

OPS Lt Ki says:
Self:  What a mess....

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
CNS: Sharp as a razor. That's why I put in 3 hours a day in simulators.

CIV Tarrez-Hunter says:
All: Has anyone heard about any other news from the fleet concerning all this?

CNS Lt Rodos says:
COM:  Arcadia Duty OPS: Can you fill us in on what's been going on with the sector. We've been out of communication for awhile.

OPS Lt Ki says:
CNS:  Doesn't look like the station's resources will extend to our repairs for a while.  ::still looking over the sensor data::

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
CIV: I haven't, the only people I keep contact with besides my wife is my folks and they don't like to talk about it much.

CNS Lt Rodos says:
OPS: Well it looks like we may get that shore leave then.

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
All: Hope they aren't out of milkshake stuff, or it will be a long layover.

OPS Lt Ki says:
CNS:  They probably don't even have their holosuites running.  ::sighs::

CNS Lt Rodos says:
OPS: We'll make do Lt. I'll try to make sure Stidd has a least one of ours running. Recreation, at this point, is a priority.

OPS Lt Ki says:
CIV:  Been too busy with repairs to check.

Arcadia Duty OPS says:
@COM: Sharikahr: It may be best if I allow Captain Bodine or Admiral Harlan brief you on the details. There is too much to tell, and our comm array can barely maintain power at long intervals.

OPS Lt Ki says:
::taps into the Starfleet database::

CNS Lt Rodos says:
COM: Arcadia Duty OPS: All right then. Thank you for keeping us appraised of Arcadia's situation.

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
::brings up a visual of the station and locates docking ring 3::

Arcadia Duty OPS says:
@COM: Sharikahr: Acknowledged. We are prepared to receive you. Arcadia out.

OPS Lt Ki says:
::begins reading the reports::

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
::drops the Shari out of warp and proceeds to docking ring 3 at half impulse::

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
::begins docking procedures:: CNS: Beginning docking procedures ma'am.

CIV Tarrez-Hunter says:
::saves her work and turns her console off::

CNS Lt Rodos says:
*Engineering*: Be prepared to transfer to station power once we've docked.

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
All: I think we've missed a lot since we left.

EO Ens Skippy says:
*CNS*: Will do ma'am.

OPS Lt Ki says:
CMO:  Ignorance was bliss.  ::still reading::

CNS Lt Rodos says:
OPS: How bad has it been, Lt.?

OPS Lt Ki says:
::mutters::  CNS:  Couldn't get too much worse...

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
::completes docking procedures:: CNS: Ma'am, from the looks of it, station power won't be an option.

CNS Lt Rodos says:
::looks at message from station:: *EO*: Belay that. We will continue to run on our own speed.

CIV Tarrez-Hunter says:
::raises an eyebrow at the OPS's comment::

EO Ens Skippy says:
*CNS*: Yes ma'am. They look a little too beat up to take us on.

CNS Lt Rodos says:
OPS: I think we are all in for some surprises.

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
::swallows hard as he locks the Shari into the docking ring:: Self: Now I know why she said slim possibility.

OPS Lt Ki says:
::doesn't want to know any more.  Changes the display and sits back in his chair::

CNS Lt Rodos says:
CMO: Good flying, Lt.

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
CNS: Ma'am, let the station know if they need another doctor, I can forego my shore leave.

CNS Lt Rodos says:
CMO: I will let them know Lt. I am going to make the same offer myself.

CNS Lt Rodos says:
*Station OPS*: We are docked. May I speak to the CO, please.

A CO Capt Bodine says:
@::standing at the center of Operations command ring the lights are dim sparks everywhere looking disheveled::

OPS Lt Ki says:
::looks at the viewscreen with disinterest::

CIV Tarrez-Hunter says:
::pulls out a PADD and begins to compose an email to a Doctor Tally on Betazed::

A CO Capt Bodine says:
@*CNS*: This is Captain Bodine, Commander of Arcadia. How can we assist you?

CNS Lt Rodos says:
*A CO*: Captain, I am the Second Officer from the Sharikahr. My CMO and I were wondering if you might need extra doctors and counselors for the current crisis.

A CO Capt Bodine says:
@*CNS*: Absolutely!

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
::nods to the CNS:: CNS: Just tell him I'm available once the XO grants the permission.

A CO Capt Bodine says:
@*CNS*: We can try and spare an Engineering team or two for you but I won’t lie the men here are really stretched.

CNS Lt Rodos says:
*A CO*: Wonderful, as soon as I'm relieved of command I'll be down to help and I'm sending my CMO to your Sick Bay now.

OPS Lt Ki says:
::thinking about what materials they need to complete their own repairs::

CNS Lt Rodos says:
CMO: Report to the Arcadia's Sick Bay. Do what you can.

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
::logs out of the helm and heads for the TL:: All: See you guys around.

OPS Lt Ki says:
::wonders how much they can beg, borrow or steal from the station::

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
::hopes that the TL doesn't malfunction on him again::

A CO Capt Bodine says:
@*CNS*: Any spare Dilithium storage pods by chance? And uh ... It's an Infirmary here. Given the state of the main computer I'd suggest you be accurate while on any turbo lift rides or there is no telling where you might wind up. ::weak smile::

CNS Lt Rodos says:
OPS/CIV: Formulate re-supply lists and submit them to Station OPS. They will do what they can, but don't expect to get everything.

OPS Lt Ki says:
CNS:  Already working on it, Ma'am.

CIV Tarrez-Hunter says:
CNS: Is there a specific department you wish me to focus in on?

CNS Lt Rodos says:
All: You have performed above and beyond the call on this mission. I will make sure it is noted in your files.

CNS Lt Rodos says:
CIV: Science would be helpful. I'd also appreciate you taking the post until our CSO returns.

CMO Lt Cartwright says:
::steps out of the TL and makes his way to the station::

A CO Capt Bodine says:
@*CNS*: I promise that we will attempt to fulfill all that we can, oh and I almost forgot. On Behalf of the Risan Government Welcome to Risa and Arcadia I hope your stay is a good one.

<<<<<<<<<< PAUSE >>>>>>>>>>>

